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Aiphone is one of the leading names in the installation of intercom systems in the world today. It has
made a name for itself because if it is affordable rates and good service. It is used over three
continents and almost all major offices and commercial places use them. An intricate of video
intercoms and telephonic intercoms makes the premises secure and the conversations private by
keeping it separate from the external factors.

Aiphone has developed different kinds of intercom systems depending upon the needs of the
various sectors like residential, health and medical, tourism, government, corporate, commercial etc
because the nature of communication in each of them differs vastly from one another. Security in all
the different sectors is paramount and hence the intercom has a network that is independent of any
other commercial telephonic network running inside the premises. They have their own technicians
that install them by using their own techniques and hence the arrangement is completed without any
glitches.

With over three decades of experience in the business, ai phone has made its own models of
intercom system and have their own installation method. Both the intercom machines and the
installation are covered by a three year warranty period. They have apartment audio and video
intercoms. As far as the designing in concerned, there a lot of colors and designs to choose from
depending on the nature of the dÃ©cor of your home or office.

Of course, due to the high level of work that it does, they might be little expensive than the regular
intercom systems that we come across but then it is worth it. If you are interested in installing
intercom system, aiphone will definitely be of immense help and you will get good service at low
rates.
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For more information on a ai phone, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a aiphone!
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